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Abstract: The orthogonality-condition model (OCM), as an

approximation method for calculating the overlap and

potential overlap functions involved in the form factor

of transfer reactions, is tested against microscopic
7

cluster calculations for the L±=<x+t system. The OCM

overlap and potential overlap turn out to depend strongly

on the OCM potential although the potentials are chosen

so as to produce the same asymptotic phase. Excellent

approximations to microscopic overlaps and potential

overlaps are, however, obtained by optimizing the

OCM potential so that the OCM may reproduce the micro-

scopic energy surface. In this way the dependence on

the OCM potential is traced back to the underlying

nuoleon-nucleon force.
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1. Introduction

This paper in primarily concerned with the build ins blocks

or the fora factor appearing in the distorted-wave Born approxi-

mation (DVBA) formula of the transfer amplitude 1 ) . We shall

consider the particular case of cluster transfer. For definite-

ness, let us confine ourselves to tfce A(a,b)B (a»b*x, B*A*>x)

stripping reaction, whose fora factor is

where <§ are internal wave functions, £ and + are internal

and relative coordinates, respectively, and Vfcjc»£i#fc ^a At^,

i s a sun of nucleon-nucleon (N-N) forces. In eq. ( l) the sym-

bols of the constituents are used to denote the mass numbers

as well as a l l quantum numbers.

In the usual approximation scheme the form factor factorials

into two blocks, a potential overlap and an overlap (or reduced

width amplitude) between fragment states:

where
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Moreover, the usual DVBA model introduces the further approxi*

maiions

(5)

(6)

where Ubx and U,A are suitably chosen eigenstates of the local

potentials \, and *^ assumed to act between the correspond-

ing fragments, and fff are (Mostly unknown) spectroscopic ampii.

tudes. These are included to allow for the varying propensity

of the nuclei to behave as well-defined cluster-core composi-

tions .

Ve have overcome ) approximation (5) by applying an a*b+x-

type microscopic cluster model. Out of the two equivalent

formulations of this model fthe resonating group method (RGM)

and generator-coordinate method (GCM)J, we used the GCM. Ve

j H 7 7
calculated fc£ for Li=o(+t and Be=«+r exactly within this

•odel )• Ve found that approximation (5) is not entirely

2 k
satisfactory ' ). This finding points to the necessity of

realistic microscopic calculations, which are complicated in

general. It would therefore be desirable to find an approach

simpler than a microscopic cluster model but good enough to

yield the correct ^£.

In between the local-potential ) and microscopic ) cluster

models lies the orthogonality-condition model (OCM) ). This

basically macroscopic model has proved to be a reasonable ap-

proximation to the mioroscopic models in reproducing both the
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binding energies and scattering phase shifts ). Less attention

has been paid so Tar to the quality of the OCN wave function

in the interaction region, whose contribution to the cluster

transfer is significant. In this paper our aim is to see how

well the OCM is able to reproduce tf, and 4tf , and thereby to

test its wave function in the interaction region. As a test-

ing ground, we shall use the familiar case of Li=«+t.

The OCN formulae tor It and int are derived in sect. 2, the

results for Li are given in sect. J, and the conclusions are

drawn in sect. k.

2. OCM formulae fcr the overlap and potential overlap

In the OCM no direct reference is made to the N-N force and

to the many-body wave function. Therefore, to obtain quantities

that correspond to 'OC and {if, one has to rescrt to the under-

lying RGM formalism.

The RGM wave function $ for a two-cluster problem of \*"\

nucleons {A1tAl) looks like

where the notation of sect. 1 is followed and «^u is the

intercluster antisymmetrizer. The Hamiltonian can be written

in the form
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where, Tor a particular permutation of the coordinates, H.

and Hi are internal Hamiltonians, T is the kinetic energy

of the relative Motion of the two cluster cm., and VL*£> , .

With

assumed, ve get the ROM equation in the fora

[(r-E)A*V]t-O, (10)

whore £ is the energy of the relative motion, and the

integral operators A and V are defined by

The eigenvalues at, of the equation A<fc«ay^ have the

property a.^0, and the eigenfunctions V* form a complete set.

If jf and $ t are built up from harmonic oscillator functions

of the same size parameter, a=0 is, in general, an eigenvalue.

The many-body functions of the type of (7) that contain TP,

instead of y^ have norm zero because they are suppressed

by the Pauli prinoiple. The OCM consists in solving a s.p.

problem for the relative motion in the subspaoe orthogonal

to the "redundant states" »f/0 :
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whew A-l-£/<f t>tyo i . Since AA*AA*A , this may be rewritten

aa

where *f i s related to <f> by

Q

Following Saito ) , we can write the HGM equation (10) in

the form of (13) with V, in the A space, chosen to be

where A'^ is the irverse of A* in the A space:

One arrives at the OCM by approximating V with a local po-

tential Y:

A fA»

In accordance with eq. (15), we define <$> so that

Similarly, since «f and f+ U ct<v̂ 0 produce the same $', we can

choose A^ to obey •^•Af. Vith the oondition A4>«(|> and eq.(l7)

inserted, eq. (13) takes the form
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Ve can get the OCM formula for the overlap *tt by writing

the definition (k) for the A1*Al system and inserting (7) in

(4). Comparing the result with (ll) and (15), we have

Similarly, a substitution of (7) in the definition (3)

its comparison with eq. (12) yields dAty* To express this

in terms of the OCM quantities, one should now rsaort to (10)

and (19), to obtain

( 2 0)

Ve see from eq. (16) that the OCM potential is an effective ve

interaction that represents not only potential but also kinetic tic

energy terms, and, therefore, the OCM potential overlap will

also carry such effects. This could spoil the potential overlap, -Lap,

but an example ) indicates that the kinetic-energy contami-

nation of the OCM potential is small.

Since the potential overlap may have a component in the

space of the redundant states, it is not expressible in terms mei*ely s m«

of Af^At A and <j>. (it is for this reason that the nuclear

and Coulomb potential overlaps cannot be separated.) The

allowed-state component of It/-U>, ±.e.AV*f/, can, however, be

calculated by putting eq. (17) into eq. (16) and applying it

to <^ . After rearrangement and using (15), one obtains
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The difference of this expression from (20) measures th«

redundant-state component ofitK The expression in brackets

in (21) is just the kinetic-energy contribution to A'f/l

[cf. eqs. (16), (17)3. By dropping the second term of (21)

and comparing the result with that of the full eq. (21),

we can measure the kinetic-energy contamination of the OGM

potential.

7
3. Results for Li=ot+t

We have calculated the OCM overlap and potential overlap
re

7
for the 'Li=«+t system and compared it with the exact GCM

;ic
calculations taken from our earlier work ). ¥e chose the GCM

results that were obtained with the Volkov 2 (V2) force 1 0 )
ap,

with the weight of the Majorana exchange, M, adjusted to re-

produce the exact at separation energy[M=0.5745, ref. )].

Obviously, the OCM results depend on the choice of *f. Ve

therefore made several careful choices for r and checked the

dependence of tt and it/ on rY>. Among other reasonable choices,

we made one by optimizing the potential using a recipe due to

Fried rich 1 1 " * 1 3 ) . We elaborated Fried rich'a method in its

angular-momentum projected form'. Ve formulate this method in

The first application of the angular-momentum projected
version of the method appeared 25) after this work had been
completed.
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sect. 3.1, and present the overlaps and potential overlaps in

sect. 3.2.

3.1. THE OCM POTENTIAL

Friedrich's method consists in a least-squares fitting of

the non-Coulombic energy surface calculated with the OCM

Hamiltonian to that of the microscopic Haniltonian used in

the GCM calculations. The GCM energy "surface" is the expec-

tation value of the Han.iltonian in a two-centre shell-model

state as a function of the artificially fixed distance 5 be-

tween the shell-model centres. Thus the angular-momentum

(and parity) projected GCM energy surface is

r J M l7O H l b'^ r c 1 + (oo\

* where the right hand side contains speci.al elements of tho

GCM Hamiltonian and normalization kernels H T(S,S ) and

N \JtJ ) . The expectation values of the cluster internal

Hamiltonians, EM and E.(, as well as half of the cluster

shell-model oscillator quantum £-UJ are subtracted so that

TUT

To construct the OCM energy surface J ) , a transformation

is introduced, which diagonalizes the GCM normalization ker-

nel operator. The transform of the Hamiltonian kernel, via the

same transformation, can rightly be considei'ed as a collective

Hamiltonian, and, the energy surface may be expressed in terms

of this through the inverse transformation. Approximating this
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collective Hamiltonian by T+'f', we obtain the definition of

the OCM energy surface,

(23)

where the kernel Hggf,^,^ / is obtained by a two-step con-

volution procedure from T+ 1T. Since in our example the total.

parity and angular momentum imply a definite value for the

relative orbital momentum €t this kernel may be written simply as

(2*0

Here A*"(<T,?) is the kemeJ of tie integral generator A, and

Ĝ ^̂  is a multipole of the asymptotic overlap function

[ref. l 4 ) ] :

(25)

where

eter

the harmonic oscillator eigenfunction of pa

, w i t h x<c be ing the d imens ion le s s reduced mass

, and ft»'vnto/& chosen t o be O.j fm~ is the nucleon

mass). Eq. (2^) is reduced by exploiting the fact that ^ ^

is an eigenf unction of the RGM overlap kernel A, and. hence of A*".
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( 2 7 )

1 1 M eigenvalues O^ have been given by Zaikin 5 ) . Substitut

ing (2>) (27) into (24), one obtains

11
(28)

¥ith ?" taken to be a ooabination of Gauasiar.s,

(29)

the aatrix element '̂̂ fĉ lT* ̂ l^vto ^ c a n b e calculated analyti-

cally uaing the standard techniques of harmonic oscillator

functions ).

Ve assumed f to be a sun of two Gaussians9 the parameter

•earoh, however, tended to favour the limiting case of equal

widths. So the "best-fit" rY^T. was taken to be one Gaussian.
j
1 . For comparison, we have also considered tho direct (folding)

| potential, *?£*, baaed on the V2 force, the odd-parity potential

of rriedrioh 1 2 ) , % , generated by fitting to the parity

projected (KM energy surface produced by the Brown-Tang

foroe ' ) , and Saito's potential ), •fj, that reproduces, in

an OCM model, the BGM phase shift* in the odd partial waves.

All potential* have been multiplied by an overall strength
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factor />£ to put the «t g.s. separation energy, calcu-

lated in the OCM for t-1, to the correct position, -2.467 MeV.

In the OCM calculation the Coulomb potential, approximated by

the folding of the N-N Coulomb interaction with the cluster

chax'ge densities, has also been added to T •

In fig. la the exact GCM energy surface is shown, together

with the OCM energy surfaces obtained with *f£p and 'Y^ . We

see that the Gaussian potential gives a remarkably good fit.

Jr. fig.3b ar.ri tat.ie 1, respectively, the four local potentials

and their parameters axe giver;. They are tnaoe to be strictly

fhiipo equivalent (i.e. to produce ai> l=A bound state at the

sau.e energy) ty the ltnonualivation factor *n , which, is sub-

stantially different fr-on unity ciily for ^'. Nevertheless, thfc

potentials are* rather different not only visually but also by

the quality of reproducing the GCM energy surface. Since two

of the potentials, ?£ and 'TJV » have beer derived through oom-

parable procedures, we have scrutinized their difference. The

procedures differ in three respects: in the N-N force, In the

choice of p and in *Y^ being parity projected whereas t£r

being, in addition, angular-momentum projected. Our oalcuJations

show that the difference is mainly caused by the N-N force.

3.2. OVERLAPS AND POTENTIAL OVERLAPS

Figs.2a and 2b shoK the radial parts of the overlap (4*) and.

potential overlap (w) functions generated by the Tour potentials.

The differences indicate that the aere requirement of the phaee
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equivalence of the potentials is not enough to make the OCM a

reliable method for determining the overlap and potential over-

lap. Note, however, that the overlap based on "^F is so close

to the exact one that they cannot be resolved in fig.2a, and,

as fig. 3 shows, the potential overlap is also quite good. The

norm squares or spectroscopic factors [rf.eq.(6)J also nicely

agree: if =1.15 26, y00* =1.15 38. To see the effect of the

discrepancy In the potential overlap* w© calculated the DWBA

cross section for the c( Li,t) 0 process at 3k MeV with the
2

parameters used in r<?f. ). The deviation caused by the OCM

approximation js less than 10 % up to 80 and exceeds 20 %

beyond 80 only at the diffraction minima. Ve can this infer

13
that, with the potential deteiminod by Fiiedrich'a recipe ),

the OCM is an extremely good approximation for our purpose.

In fife;. 3 plotted is also the potential overlap calculated

approximately from the exact GCM wave function with the

equation-of-motion method [EMM, ref. )]. In this method the

only approximation is that eqs. (9) are introduced in calculat-

ing 4t/". Eqs. (9) are also inherent in the OCMj in fact, they

are invoked not only in calculating t//̂  but earlier, in setting

up the OCM equation (18) as well. It is thus not surprising

that the OCM potential overlap is even closer to the EMM than

to the exact one. It is also apparent that the main source of

the difference between w%r and wCCh| is the approximation

in (9).

In fig. k the potential overlap is anatomized.

. r *")*prt'^^_-
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In this figure we should first compare the OCM potential overlap

with its alJowed-state component, Av <d,f given by eq. (2l).

From their difference we can infer that in the inner region

the redundant-state component of ii/ is large. Further-

more, the curves AV^ and A* f^<j> are found to be close to each

other, which, according to (21), implies that thf kin*tic-energy

contamination of the allowec'-state component of the potential

overlap is small. Finally, the agreement, seen in fig. k, of

AV^L. with the potential overlap of the series expansion method

(SEM) introduced in ref. ) sheds light on the poor pexfonnanoe

of the latter. The SEM involves an expansion of t*/ in terms of

several "CC belonging to the various states of relative motion:

( 30 )

It is obvious that thf< right hand side does not include re-

dundant-state components, and the agreement with A V*f/ shows

that in (30) this is the main approximation.

As was pointed out in sect. 3.1, the difference between the

cases BF and F is primarily due to the N-N force. To probe into

this matter further, we have also performed a calculation

19using force 2 of Hasegawa and Nagata ) with its small and

uncertain tensor term dropped and with a slight adjustment to

the separation energy. The resulting overlap and potential

overlap lie in between the curves BF and F. To see whether some

g.s. properties could decide upon which force is more appropriate
7

for Li, we resorted to the GCM. We calculated the charge and

. , . •«•-,,.
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magnetization radii as well as the magnetic dipole arid octupole

20
and the electric quadrupole moments using Sharma's formulae ).

Ye have found that all are in reasonable agreement with the
2 '

data ) and with each other, with no clear preference for any

of the forces emerging. The only measurable quantity that is

really sensitive to the choice of the interaction is the quadru-

pole moment, whose value is -k.k, -3.3 and -3.6 fm fox* the V2,
Brown-Tang and Hasegawa-Nagata forces, respectively. Unfortu-

21nately, however, the measured quadrupole moment ) is not

accurate enough to give a clear support to any of these values.

In ref. ), from calculations with the Volkov 1, Volkov 2

ref. )] and the Brink-Boeker ) forces'" we had inferred

that the potential overlap (as well as the overlap) is not

sensitive to the choice of the force so long as these g.s.

properties are reproduced well. The present results make us

less optimistic in this matter.

k. Summary and conclusion

The OCM is known ) to produce a good approximation to the

microscopic scattering phase shift provided the intercluster

potential is chosen reasonably. To test the OCM overlap and

potential overlap, we confined ourselves to reasonable OCM

The lack of Bartlett and Heisenberg exchanges in all the
forces used la ref.2) does not seem to be restrictive since
in the «+t cluster model of 7ld one can always find a mixture
of Vlgner and Matjorana terms that is exactly equivalent to any
foroe consisting of all four exchange terms.
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potentials that yield the correct asymptotic phase. We found

that the overlap and potential overlap still depend on the

choice of the potential rather strongly. Ve thus conclude that

the requirement of the correct phase is not strict enough for

the purpose of calculating these quantities.

n

Following Friedrich ), two of the OCM potentials tested

were chosen so as to reproduce the energy surface of the twc-

-centre shell model. The overlaps and potential overlaps be-

longing to these potentials were found to be in excellent agree-

ment with the exact microscopic quantities. The differences be-

tween the OCM quantities generated with the two potentials have

been traced back to the underlying N-N forces. This gives a clear

warning that the microscopic overlaps and potential overlaps

are yet unpleasingly uncertain owing to the ambiguities of the

effective N-N force. For the <x+t system the OCM potentials fit-

ted to angular-momentum and parity projected energy surfaces, respectivê

were found to be practically identical, but, obviously, for

heavier systems the angular-momentum projected energy surfaces

are positively preferred. With this qualification, it is well—

-founded to say that the OCM with a Friedrich potential must

give an excellent approximation to the microscopic overlap

and potential overlap in general.

Ve have seen that the overlap and potential overlap are

characteristic of the intercluster relative motion} but they

carry no precise probability meaning. In calculating directly

measurable quantities for the bound two-cluster system, on« O S A

invoke the •lorosoopAo wave function $ , whioh oontains -u*
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• (7)J, or the normalized macroscopic relative wave function

~),<p, These functions are related by oq. (19)-' M=A

= A*P» In tig, 5 we compare the radial parts of *k , (f> and

ix. the OCM approximation. ¥e see that they arc voxry similar

functions. Their x<elationsh±p is in sharp oortrast to simil^x*

figures ***" ), in which -yi, is found to have a completely dif-

fei'ont shape with varying node nuubor etc. The clue to this

apparent contradiction is that, when deteiviined with the RGM

or GCW, 'Y' generaJly contains an accidental combination of the

redundant states, whereas in our "viz there is no redundant com-

ponent.

Of course, for more COL?I»Jicated systems A acts in a more

complicated banner. Since, however, A is a bounded [i.e. con-

2k
tinuous )J operator, it tiansfonus almost equal functions ir-.to

alsost equal functions* Fron the good agreement between the

microscopic and the OCM overlaps it follows that the corre-

sponding ^ and «!/ also agree. Thus, formulated in general tents,

our final conclusion is that the OCM, with Priedrich's recipe

for the potential, yields a good approximation to the micro-

•copio wave function.
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TAKLE 1

Parameters of the OGM potential [Notation as in eq. (29)J

Designation

Best-f it ,

V2 direct, 1J

Friedrich, ^

Salto

Hef. rn

present work 1.005

present work 1,360

J2ref.""1) 0.99^ 2

0.97^

VJ^(MoV)

3.

1

2

1

2

1

-67.868

-7y.?37

28.168

-73.35

-29.61

-88.21

2.7399

2.46'Mt

1.9630

2 . 5

1 . 5

2.4663
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Figure captions

Fig. J.(a) Tlie exact GCW energy surface cousparcd with the OCM

energy surfaces produced by tlie best-fit potential ~Y2B and

Friedrich's 1£ [ref. )]. Tlie oscillator parameter £ has

beer, set to 0.5 fni"*". (b) The local potentials used in the OCM,

^IT » ̂ D» "Yr '» ̂s » Tfae strengths are set to yield tiro correct at

separation energy.

Fig. 2. (a) OCK api <r oxir an t s to the overlap function with the

four potentials, "t̂ V, T^7, ̂ , *^. The overlap belonging- to 7^f

and the OCM ovox-lap co±r.cr.dc withir. tlte r&solutici« of the

figure, (b) 0C>i apprc^xirran^s to the potential overlap wf.th the

four potentials, ^ F , ^ j ^ , '̂ '.

Fig. 3. Cot^paiison of th« GCM potential overlap with its

EMM approxiinant and the OCM potential overlai> belongire to /^F.

Fig. 4. Comparison of the OCM potential overlap with vai-i-

ous approximations to the allowed-atate component of the
l

potential overlap. The curves labelled / W ^ and Alĵ (£> are cal-

culated according to oq. (21) and its first torsi, respectively,

whereas SEM stands for our aeries expansion ccth.od ).

Fig. 5. Coopeixison of the R(SM relative wave function iJyt the

OCM x*olative wave function <J>*Al<̂ / and the overlap function

all calculated in the OCM approximation.
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